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Abstract

Since dockless sharing bicycles have become an indispensable means of everyday life for urban residents, how to effectively control the supply and demand balance of bikes has become an important issue. This study aims to apply Kernel Density Estimation based (KDE-based) clustering analysis and a threshold-based reverse flow incentive mechanism to encourage the users of bicycles to adjust the supply and demand actively. And it takes Shanghai Jing’ an Temple and its surroundings as the research area. Its practical steps include: (1) compilation and processing of the needed data, (2) application of KDE-based clustering, partitioning, and grading, and (3) incentives calculation based on dockless shared bicycle flow control system. The study finds that the generalization function of KDE-based clustering can be used to estimate the density value at any point in the study area to support the calculation of the incentive mechanism for bicycle reverse flow.
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1. Introduction

The promotion of shared bicycles seeks to resolve the problem of short-distance urban transportation, and shared bicycles are an important means of contemporary green transportation [1]. The docking shared bicycles found throughout Taiwan are chiefly aimed at tourists. However, unlike dockless shared bicycles, docking shared bicycles do not allow users to obtain and return the bikes at any location, thus docking shared bicycles cannot easily become important means of everyday transportation for urban residents. In addition, although dockless V-bikes made a short-lived appearance in Taiwan during 2017, little data concerning V-bikes is available. As a consequence, this study relies on observations and analysis of dockless shared bicycles in Shanghai, China to gain a better understanding of dockless shared bicycles and methods of improving their effectiveness, as well as specific methods of making them more acceptable to city residents and a more important means of transportation.

After the shared bicycles are introduced on a large scale in a city, the supply and demand problems of bicycles involving different areas often emerge. For instance, at certain important transportation nodes, the use of bicycles frequently increases during peak times, and may cause bicycle shortages. Therefore, it is necessary to dispatch bicycles in order to resolve the supply and demand problems. However, the current dispatching approach is often too inefficient to be of much use. Furthermore, it also imposes logistics costs on bicycle companies because manpower and trucks are required to move bicycles from oversupplied areas to shortage areas. Besides, since bicycles cannot be used while they are being transported, the capacity of urban transportation is reduced. As a consequence, how to dispatch shared bicycles in real-time, or in advance, is an especially important issue.
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In this study, we apply cluster analysis with unsupervised learning to shared bicycle flow control and dispatching, and employ artificial intelligence to extract the real and full-scale transportation rules from open data. This study’s analysis of the times and locations at which the oversupply or shortage of shared bicycles may occur in Shanghai will help bicycle companies to perform dispatching ahead of time. Furthermore, clustering results can be used in conjunction with incentive mechanisms employing threshold values to encourage bicycle users to actively perform bicycle dispersal and dispatching, which will boost the carrying capacity of urban transportation systems, and reduce the risk and cost of ineffective dispatching.

2. Literature Review

The scope of this study includes shared bicycles and cluster analysis; the following is a review of the literature:

2.1. Shared bicycles

Shared bicycle systems include docking and dockless models. The world’s first intelligent public bicycle system was the Vélo’v docking public bicycle system, which was established in Lyon, France, in 2005 [2]. Nevertheless, docking shared bicycles have never caught on in China. Since the residents of China consider bicycles to be everyday means of transportation, many dockless shared bikes began appearing in China during the second half of 2016. They are not dependent on the fixed and managed parking areas, and can be left in any vacant space along roads. Consumers only need to use Wechat Pay, Alipay, or some other apps to pay a specified deposit before using the bikes. The following explains the clustering principles of the docking and dockless shared bicycles, and the differences between the two.

(1) Docking shared bicycles and their clustering principles:

It is much easier and more clear-cut to calculate the number of docking bikes that are taken or returned than dockless bikes. To predict the number of bikes at each group of docks in a city as a whole and after clustering, it is first necessary to perform the grouping of the docking points. In the case of docking shared bikes, because the locations at which bicycles can be obtained or returned are limited to places where docks are present, it is only necessary to perform clustering of the fixed docks, instead of the bikes themselves. If within a specific geographical scope, we divide \( n \) docks into \( m \) groups (\( n > m \)), calculate the probability of bikes moving among the \( m \) groups, and analyze their historical data (including time, climate, notable events, and other influencing factors), we can then predict future movement trends [3].

(2) Dockless shared bikes and their clustering principles:

Unlike the case of shared bicycles with fixed docks, the clustering of dockless shared bicycles changes with time, and it is challenging to calculate check-out and check-in probabilities. One feasible approach that can be employed to cluster dockless shared bicycles is to perform clustering of the coordinates of the bicycles’ check-out and check-in locations. However, it is still hard to perform direct clustering due to the fact that check-out points and check-in points have an irregular and macro distribution. Moreover, the clustering of dockless shared bicycles must also reflect the precondition that users within each cluster can easily find out usable shared bicycles within a comfortable walking distance. Besides, the most suitable walking distance is affected by climatic conditions, vertical distance, and a city’s state of economic development [4].

In the case of Shanghai community residents, taking a walking distance of 787m as a dividing point, residents would choose to walk when the distance is shorter than 787m, but would very seldom choose to walk when the distance is longer than 787m [5]. This study, therefore, adopts the round figure of 787m as the scope of the most suitable walking distance; 787m is established as the baseline scope of clusters in the remainder of this paper. Since 787m is roughly equivalent to the distance that can be walked in 10 minutes, it is a representative figure of daily walking distance. As shown in Fig. 1, in a zone, the distance for users to find a bicycle should not exceed the “optimum walking distance”. The minimum diagonal of the equilateral rectangle is 787m, which corresponds approximately to the cell grid with a side length of 550m, reflecting the unit distance of the longitude and latitude grid in the Shanghai area.
2.2. Cluster analysis

As described above, the methods and algorithms used to cluster shared bikes affect the shared bicycle flow prediction and dispatching ability. In machine learning, the use of clustering methods and the derivation of clustering algorithms are referred to as “cluster analysis”. Cluster analysis is defined as the division of different objects into homogeneous subgroups [6].

Data clustering is ordinarily classified as unsupervised learning. While clustering and classification are easily confused, particularly in data mining, the difference between clustering and classification lies in the fact that clustering is a process of grouping to form samples, where the examples are adjacent in space. In contrast, classification involves attaching labels to samples, where the labels are derived from supervised external standards. In other words, clustering constitutes an unsupervised grouping process, where groups are formed after data has been input naturally [7], but the classification is supervised and involves other external information. Unsupervised neural networks can uncover essential characteristics, or that may be overlooked, from data on their own, without any preconceived expectation of the output values, and can, therefore, perform clustering of data [8-9].

Different clustering methods of unsupervised learning use mathematical formulas as their algorithms. Although cluster analysis has been used to develop various types of algorithms [10-16], those algorithms lack a uniform classification. In terms of classification, this study synthesizes the views of Gan et al. (2007) [11] and Saxena et al. (2017) [14]. Gan created the parsing tree based on the characteristics of clustering algorithms. From the top, this tree lists hard clustering and fuzzy clustering. Hard clustering includes partitional and hierarchical approaches. Hierarchical approaches may consist of either divisive or agglomerative methods [11]. Also, Saxena et al. suggested the following three additional categories for applying clustering techniques: distance-based methods, model-based methods, and density-based methods (Fig. 2) [14].

According to the nature of the dockless shared bicycle problem, they are often distributed in arbitrary shape in a city. Therefore, this study proposes to employ density-based clustering algorithms. Most partitioning methods are based on the distance between objects. Such methods can find only spherical-shaped clusters and encounter difficulty in discovering clusters of arbitrary shapes. However, the density-based method can be used to filter out the noise or outliers and identify the clusters of arbitrary shapes. There are two types of density-based approaches. One is density function, which is a total mathematical function, e.g. Kernel Density Estimation based (KDE-based) Clustering, and the other is density-based connectivity, e.g. Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) [17].
Comparing the KDE-based clustering with DBSCAN methods, the former offers the advantage of the setting of generalization function, which is convenient to partition and grading and is capable of being the basis for incentive mechanism. However, the latter can only be used to mark those clusters that meet a pre-set density requirement by the control radius $\varepsilon$ and MinPts quantity. KDE-based clustering has long been used for detecting traffic accident hot spots and has proven to be useful in traffic accident analysis [18]. In particular, the ordering capabilities of KDE-based clustering help compare the spatial structure to determine or assign the importance of mitigation measures [19-20]. As a consequence, the following research will discuss the introduction of KDE-based clustering applied to the dockless shared bicycle flow control system.

3. Theory and Method

As mentioned above, this study proposes a “dockless shared bicycle flow control system” that is an incentive mechanism to encourage the reverse flow of bikes in which KDE-based clustering is introduced to partition and grading as the basis of threshold control. The activity of the dynamic bicycle control system is not evenly distributed but varied in intensity and scope following people’s everyday activities. Because the system’s most important function is to maintain a balance between supply and demand in clusters with different densities, the incentive mechanism is used to reverse supply and demand imbalances during earlier periods. This solution brings up the question of how to perform partitioning and grading of bicycle check-out points and check-in points. When check-outs and check-ins span different clusters, how should incentives be provided to reverse bicycle movement trends? The following explains KDE-based clustering partition and grading and dockless shared bicycle flow control system.

3.1. KDE-based clustering partition and grading

KDE-based clustering analysis over a density surface is based on the technologies of spatial smoothing and spatial interpolation [21-22]. The kernel function analyzes and converts the point distribution of the plane in the area, and infers the spatial density distribution in the area. The spatial density is the property that describes the spatial distribution in an intensive or sparse pattern in quantity. Therefore, the point data is mapped from the inseparable 2-dimensional space to the separable 3-dimensional space. Since a density value is calculated as an attribute of each grid cell in the sub-region, it is, therefore, possible to represent the spatial distribution employing homogenous and easily comparable areas with choropleth map visualization. This estimated density is used to cover the top of the research domain with a grid cell, and the estimation of density is performed based on each grid cell’s center point (Fig. 3). Based on defined kernel function and bandwidth, KDE provides an estimate of the intensity in each position of the grid cell by moving three-dimensional functions. The defined kernel function weights events within its sphere of influence according to their distance from the point at which the intensity is estimated (Fig. 4) [23]. In other words, the nature of the optimization and generalization function is a significant characteristic of this density estimation method, which can perform fitting and generalization of large bodies of complex data following the approximation function and bandwidth, and can possess estimation ability.
Commonly used density functions include Uniform, Epanechnikov curve, Quartic curve, and Gaussian curve, etc. (Fig. 5). Among them, Quartic and Gaussian are more suitable radial basis function kernels but the Quadratic kernel is less computationally intensive than the Gaussian kernel and can be used as an alternative when using the Gaussian becomes too time-consuming and tedious [20]. After optimization, the system can estimate the density value of any position in the study area.

Since a density value is calculated as an attribute of each quadrat sub-region, it is, therefore, possible to represent the spatial distribution employing homogenous and easily comparable areas with choropleth map visualization [20]. The general form of a kernel density estimator is expressed as:

\[
f(s) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{h^d} k \left( \frac{d(s, c_i)}{h} \right)
\]

(1)

where \(f(s)\) is the density measured at location \(s\), \(h\) is the search radius (bandwidth) of the KDE [only events within \(h\) are used to estimate \(f(s)\)], \(c_i\) is the observed event point, \(k[\cdot]\) is the weight of event \(c_i\) at distance \(d(s, c_i)\) to location \(s\). The KDE usually models the so-called kernel function, \(k\), as a function of the ratio between \(d(s, c_i)\) and \(h\) so that the “distance decay effect” can be taken into account in density estimation. The evaluation of KDE requires two parameters: the bandwidth \(h\) and the kernel function \(k\), which determine the weighting of the points. In this study, we use the Quartic kernel function, which is one of the most commonly used features:

\[
k \left[ \frac{d(s, c_i)}{h} \right] = \frac{3}{4} \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{d(s, c_i)}{h^2} \right)^2 \right]
\]

(2)
3.2. Dockless shared bicycle flow control system

It is crucial that shared bicycle companies possess real-time or ahead of time dispatching and management ability. This study proposes a dockless shared bicycle flow control system model and an incentive mechanism for the reverse flow of bikes based on threshold values. The clustering results can be used in conjunction with incentive mechanisms employing threshold values to encourage bicycle users to perform bicycle dispersal and dispatching actively. It boosts the carrying capacity of urban transportation systems, and reduces the risk and cost of ineffective dispatching.

As shown in Fig. 6, this system considers the number of check-outs within a unit time and a unit area to be the bicycle demand of that area, and the number of check-ins within a unit time and a unit area to be the bicycle supply of that area. It is necessary to use incentives or compulsory rules to control the rate of check-outs and check-ins to ensure that each region has a proper amount of bicycle stock. When the stock is excessively high—higher than the upper threshold—the system triggers the check-out incentive mechanism. When the stock is too low—below the lower limit—the system activates the check-in incentive mechanism. These incentive mechanisms controlling reverse flow based on threshold values can be expected to ensure that the stock can be in a better state than when not using the incentive mechanisms. Apart from this, when the system detects that the bicycle density reaches the level of oversupply or shortage, the shared bicycle company have to dispatch trucks to perform transport and force the system back within the normal range [27].
For every partition, the most important aspect is maintaining a balance between supply and demand within each cluster in this dynamic system, and incentives must seek to reverse imbalances in supply and demand during the previous period. In this study, we consequently design a check-out incentive formula (referring to Eq. (3)) and a check-in incentive formula (referring to Eq. (4)), in which X is the check-out rate, Y is the check-in rate, $t_n$ is the time, and $n$ is an integer.

If $X_{t_{n-1}} \leq Y_{t_{n-1}}$ at the time $t_n$, then the check-out incentive amount is expressed as:

$$\frac{|Y_{t_{n-1}} - X_{t_{n-1}}|}{2^i}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $i$ is a whole number and is the check-out sequence at a time $t_n$. By Eq. (3), at the time $t_n$, the incentive for check-out of the first bicycle is maximum, and the impetus for the check-out of each subsequent bike decreases progressively with the increasing root of $1/2$ with the increase in the number of bikes checked out: $1/2^1, 1/2^2, 1/2^3$, and so on. The incentive for the final bicycle checked-out approaches 0 without limit, but never reaches 0.

If $X_{t_{m-1}} \leq Y_{t_{m-1}}$ at the time $t_m$, then the check-in incentive amount is expressed as:

$$\frac{|X_{t_{m-1}} - Y_{t_{m-1}}|}{2^j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $j$ is a whole number and is the check-in sequence at a time $t_m$. By Eq. (4), at time $t_m$, the incentive for check-in of the first bicycle is maximum, and the impetus for the check-in of each subsequent bike decreases progressively with the increasing root of $1/2$: $1/2^1, 1/2^2, 1/2^3$, and so on. The incentive for the final bicycle checked-in approaches 0 without limit, but never reaches 0.

As described above, if a bicycle is checked out from area $p$ at time $t_n$ and checked in area $q$ at $t_m$, the incentive amount is the sum of the check-in incentive in area $p$ during at time $t_n$ and the check-out incentive in area $q$ during at time $t_m$. The total incentive amount can be represented as:

$$\text{Sum} = \frac{|Y_{t_{n-1}} - X_{t_{n-1}}|}{2^i} + \frac{|X_{t_{m-1}} - Y_{t_{m-1}}|}{2^j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

4. Realization and Verification

This section realizes and tests a dockless shared bicycle flow control system following the preceding theory and method. We employ 101,843 data items issued in August 2016 for the Shanghai Open Data Innovative Application Competition to perform modeling and verification [28]. These data items include order numbers, bicycle serial numbers, user serial numbers, check-out times, check-out longitudes, check-out latitudes, check-out times, check-in longitudes, check-in latitudes, and routes. We use this data to find the optimal clustering methods for shared bikes in Shanghai by examining relatively small areas (the area around Shanghai’s Jing’an Temple) and relatively large areas (the part of Shanghai within the fourth ring roads—121.75°E-121.125°E, 30.95°N-31.45°N) and also establish the models corresponding to the state of clustering. This control system applies the KDE-based clustering analysis to propose an incentive mechanism for the reverse flow of bikes based on partition and threshold to encouraging bicycle users to evacuate and dispatch actively. We employ the following three steps in this process: (1) compilation and processing of the needed data, (2) application of KDE-based clustering, partitioning, and grading, and (3) incentives calculation based on dockless shared bicycle flow control system. In the development of the application, the RStudio software is used as an integrated development environment for writing R language programs [29].
4.1. Stage 1: Compilation and processing of data

As of August 2016, 223,000 Mobike bikes are in use in Shanghai [28]. Since each Mobike bike in China is ridden by 5.4 persons per day [30], we can roughly estimate that there are approximately 36,000,000 use records each month for Mobike bikes in Shanghai during August 2016. Based on the Shanghai area’s latitude and longitude, as well as a maximum suitable walking distance of 787m, which corresponds approximately to the cell grid with a side length of 550m, we can estimate that there is an average of approximately 2,857 bikes in each 550m×550m grid square at that latitude and longitude (discarded, damaged, and under-repair bikes were not subtracted). Assuming that 50% of bikes in the urban area of Shanghai can still be found, we can estimate that there are approximately 1,428 bikes in each grid square. The following modeling, therefore, employs a common stock of 1,428 bikes in each 550m×550m grid square as the reference bicycle stock value for Shanghai during August 2016. 550m×550m squares are designated as grid cells for KDE-based clustering calculations.

4.2. Stage 2: Application of KDE-based clustering, partitioning, and grading

As described above, the activity of the dynamic bicycle control system is not evenly distributed but varied in intensity and scope following people’s everyday activities. Because the system’s most important function is to maintain a balance between supply and demand in clusters with different densities, the incentive mechanism is used to reverse supply and demand imbalances during earlier periods. The following is an explanation of how this is done:

Following the analysis in section 3.2, the kernel density spatial clustering method is used to perform partitioning and grading of check-out and check-in density in the study area around Shanghai’s Jing’an Temple on 8/1/2016. In this study, we set 787m as bandwidth and choose the Quartic kernel function to execute KDE-based clustering.

(1) Check-out density partitioning and grading:

As shown in Table 1, according to the results of calculations, the level 1 area around Jing’an Temple has a check-out density of approximately 3,600, while the adjacent peripheral area has a check-in density of roughly 900. This number shows that the density difference between the central region and the adjacent outer space is around 3,600–900=2,700. Following the depth of the purple color in Fig. 7, the system recommends that there be 12 clusters; when 2,700 points are divided among levels 1 to 12, we obtain the clustering thresholds for each level shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Check-out clustering thresholds for each level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Areas with different check-out clustering levels</th>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
<th>Level 3</th>
<th>Level 4</th>
<th>Level 5</th>
<th>Level 6</th>
<th>Level 7</th>
<th>Level 8</th>
<th>Level 9</th>
<th>Level 10</th>
<th>Level 11</th>
<th>Level 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper threshold</td>
<td>≥3600</td>
<td>3375</td>
<td>3150</td>
<td>2925</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>2475</td>
<td>2250</td>
<td>2025</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>1575</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>≤900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower threshold</td>
<td>3375</td>
<td>3150</td>
<td>2925</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>2475</td>
<td>2250</td>
<td>2025</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>1575</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>1125</td>
<td>≤900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7 Partitioning of check-out density in the area around Shanghai’s Jing’an Temple on 8/1/2016

Fig. 8 Partitioning of check-in density in the area around Shanghai’s Jing’an Temple on 8/1/2016
(2) Check-in density partitioning and grading:

As shown in Table 2, according to the results of calculations, the level 1 area around Jing’an Temple has a check-in density of approximately 3,100. In contrast, the adjacent peripheral area has a check-in density of roughly 800. This number shows that the density difference between the central region and the adjacent outer space is around 3,100–800=2,300. Following the depth of the orange color in Fig. 8, the system recommends that there be 11 clusters; when 2,300 points are divided among levels 1 to 11, we obtain the clustering thresholds for each level shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Areas with different check-in clustering levels</th>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
<th>Level 3</th>
<th>Level 4</th>
<th>Level 5</th>
<th>Level 6</th>
<th>Level 7</th>
<th>Level 8</th>
<th>Level 9</th>
<th>Level 10</th>
<th>Level 11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper threshold</td>
<td>≥3100</td>
<td>2891</td>
<td>2681</td>
<td>2472</td>
<td>2263</td>
<td>2055</td>
<td>1845</td>
<td>1636</td>
<td>1427</td>
<td>1218</td>
<td>1009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower threshold</td>
<td>2891</td>
<td>2681</td>
<td>2472</td>
<td>2263</td>
<td>2055</td>
<td>1845</td>
<td>1636</td>
<td>1427</td>
<td>1218</td>
<td>1009</td>
<td>≤800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. Stage 3: Incentives calculation based on dockless shared bicycle flow control system

As shown in Figs. 7-8, during the period from 12:00 to 18:00 on 8/1/2016 (i.e., the period following 06:00 to 12:00 on 8/1/2016), the first bicycle is checked-out from the check-out point and returned at the check-in point half an hour later, which is during the same period. The calculations of the check-outs and check-ins are presented as follows.

(1) As for the check-outs, the estimated check-out rate $X$ at the check-out point is 1600, and this area is in a level 7 check-in cluster (threshold: 1,845-1,636); since $1600 < 1636$ (implying that the check-out rate $X$ is slower than the minimum estimated check-in rate), consequently when $X_{min} \leq X_{t_{n-1}} \leq X_{max}$ and $X_{t_{n-1}} < Y_{min}$. The check-out incentive system should be activated. According to Eq. (3), $Y_{t_{n-1}}$ is entered as $Y_{min}$.

$$
\frac{1636 - 1600}{2} = 18
$$

(6)

(2) As for the check-ins, the estimated check-in density $Y$ of the check-in point is 2,800; and this area is in a level 2 check-out cluster (threshold: 3,375-3,150); since $2750 < 3150$ (implying that the check-in rate $Y$ is slower than the minimum estimated check-out rate), when $Y_{min} \leq Y_{t_{n-1}} \leq Y_{max}$, $X_{min} \geq Y_{t_{n-1}}$. The check-in incentive system should be activated. According to Eq. (4), when $X_{t_{n-1}}$ is entered as $X_{min}$.

$$
\frac{3150 - 2750}{2} = 200
$$

(7)

(3) The total incentive is the sum of the two amounts. According to Eq. (5), a total incentive amount of 218 units is obtained.

$$
Sum = 18 + 200 = 218
$$

(8)

The preceding is a discussion of partitioning and grading and the use of an incentive mechanism relying on threshold values to reverse the flow of bikes. The data for the period from 12:00 to 18:00 on 8/1/2016 obtained from on-site observations is very consistent with the results of our model. Because 8/1/2016, Monday, is the first working day of the week, it is easy to find shared bikes in the outer marginal area of Jing’an Temple. But in contrast, the Jing’an Temple center is located in a dense commercial and office area, so it is often difficult to find bikes that can be borrowed.
5. Conclusions

With KDE-based clustering, this study can use the choropleth map visualization to represent spatial distribution to achieve partitioning and grading. It can support the calculation of the threshold-based incentive mechanism for bicycle reverse flow. The analysis of the implementation results is as follows:

(1) If an area is in a peak usage period, the flow rate is fast (i.e., the pick-up rate is fast, and the return speed is also fast). Alternatively vice versa, if the relative time is in the off-peak period. When the absolute value of the difference between the check-out rate and the check-in rate is in a range, the number of bikes in the area is considered to be in a state in which regular operation can be maintained.

(2) However, if a domain is in a fast check-out speed for a long time, and the check-in speed is very slow or almost stationary, it means that the number of bikes in the area has been slower than the shortage threshold. Conversely, if the check-in rate is rapid for a prolonged period within a specific area, but the check-out rate is almost 0, this indicates that the number of bikes in that area quickly rises above the oversupply threshold. When states of oversupply or shortage occur, trucks should be dispatched to move and redistribute the bikes in order to ensure that the system returns to a healthy state.

KDE-based clustering has its constraints to establish dispersal and dispatching strategies. As analyzed above, although the incentive mechanism can alleviate the situation of imbalance between supply and demand, the oversupply or shortage of bicycles still cannot be completely ruled out. The DBSCAN clustering method, is better than KDE-based clustering obviously in this situation. Therefore, how to use The DBSCAN cluster analysis to find out the oversupply or shortage of distribution of bikes in the study area to establish dispersal and dispatching strategies will be the core issue of the next research.
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